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The most obvious use for JRuler is to measure an exact length on
your screen and can calculate distance, area and perimeter of any

closed shape on screen like rectangle, circle, square, triangle,
polygon, ellipse, rectangle, regular polygons, irregular polygons and
can measure screen and save the screen shot to JPEG, GIF and PNG
image files. It can also calculate the size of an item on a screen and

display an exact percentage of the size of the item. JRuler can be
used to measure screen distances between any two points or points.
This allows easy measurement of screen distances with the accuracy

of a digital ruler and it calculates distances, area and perimeter of
closed shapes with any points and displays to the screen based on

the set scale, you can choose to display using Pixels, Inches, Picas or
Centimeters JRuler allows measurements between any two points,
including any two given nodes or screen coordinates. The units you
choose to display is entirely up to you. The measurement displayed
can be displayed in inches, px or picas. JRuler is a very useful tool to
accurately measure any distance between two points on a computer

screen. You can select the measurement unit you want to use, in
Pixels, inches, picas or centimeters. The accuracy of measurement is
based on the screen resolution and the position of the points to be
measured. JRuler can measure any distance or length between any
two points on a screen and calculate the area and circumference of
any closed shape. You can choose to measure the distance between

any two points on a screen.
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pcwin note: jruler 3.1 download version indexed from servers all over
the world. there are inherent dangers in the use of any software

available for download on the internet. pcwin free download center
makes no representations as to the content of jruler version/build 3.1
is accurate, complete, virus free or do not infringe the rights of any
third party. pcwin has not developed this software jruler and in no

way responsible for the use of the software and any damage done to
your systems. you are solely responsible for adequate protection and

backup of the data and equipment used in connection with using
software jruler. jruler is an extremely useful utility to help you

measure things on your screen. it can measure the size of your
browser, your favorite online shop, or the pages you visit. jruler is an
extremely useful utility to help you measure things on your screen.
you can also measure the height of your screen, your monitor, or
even the size of the windows taskbar. this utility works both as a

standalone application and a launcher for other applications, such as
web browsers. the ruler is displayed in either pixels or inches,

depending on the preferences you specify. it supports real-time
updates and also can be used to measure the contents of documents,
such as web pages and pdf files. jruler can also be used as a virtual
desktop ruler to help you measure the size of your computer screen.
judgement are summoned when the ruler is flipedupon fulfilling the

[jrequirement] when they are inrecover position. the ruler card that's
summonedare called jruler.judgement can only be activated during

the player'sturn and can not be chased by the opponent 5ec8ef588b
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